The functional dependency (FD) structures known mainly from the database relationships theory are appeared to comprehend other kinds of dependencies among objects like functions, boolean or random variables, etc. We examine the representations of FDrelations in the matroid theory manner. A Galois connection of the FD-relations with closure systems is elaborated.
INTRODUCTION
The notion of \functional dependence" seems to be of the most fundamental ones in mathematics and applications. We are going to touch it in the way indicated by the De nition below which covers all presented situations and enables to analyse their common features.
Let the letter N be reserved in all paper for a xed nite set. The power set of N is Malvestuto 10] one may expect that also dependences among random variables are covered by this notion. We shall have possibility to discuss all these situations. We can now describe more exactly the two parts into which our paper is divided. As may be noticed we keep Armstrong's direction and prefer an algebraic treatment of the subject like in matroid theory to the logical one used usually in databases; thus we analyse FD-relations on abstract level irrelevant to situations where they arise. We remark that the matroids, in other words the linear dependence relations, can be viewed as special We start with a presentation of ve examples giving rise to FD-relations. First one presents a uni ed approach to the following three and gives a common look at some 
EXAMPLES
We have collected here some situations in which one can naturally meet with the FD-relations.
Example 1
Let (Z;^) be a lower semi-lattice with the greatest element 1 and let z = (z i ) i2N be a system of its elements indexed by N. We set (I; J N) The following three examples are special cases of the foregoing one.
Example 2
Let to every i 2 N a nonempty set X i be given and x i 2 X i . We denote by X I = Q i2I X i ; I N, the Cartesian product of the sets X i ; i 2 I (X ; is supposed to be a xed singleton, e.g. X ; = f;g), and if x = (x i ) i2N 2 X N = X by x I the canonical projection of x 2 X on X I , i.e. x I = (x i ) i2I (x ; = ;). Having given an N-ary relation A X we write
A , 8x; y 2 A : x I = y I ) x J = y J ] (an equivalent requirement is that the binary relation f(x I ; x J ) ; x 2 Ag is a function). This is equivalent to the usual formulation of the functional dependence statements from relational databases.
Using Hence, this example is also a special case of Example 1 with the semi-lattice (Z;^) being the semi-lattice (E(B); \) like in Example 2 and z = ( i ) i2N . Example 4 Let i ; i 2 N, be, for simplicity, a real random variable on the probability space ( ; S;P) and I ; I N; be the random vector ( i ) i2I ( ; is supposed to be equal identically to ;), N = . In chime with the foregoing example the \strong, or functional dependence" of the random variables creating can be captured by the relation N More generally, for sub--algebras of S the situation is as follows. Let T 1 and T 2 be two sub--algebras of S and T 1^T2 be the smallest sub--algebra of S containing T 1 and T 2 . Consider the family Z of all complete sub--algebras of S (T is complete with respect to P if and only if E 2 T ; F 2 S; P(E4F) = 0 ) F 2 T ; note that this is not the completeness in Lebesgue sense) and observe that (Z;^) is a semi-lattice with the greatest element S ; = fE 2 S;P(E) 2 f0; 1gg: Let S i 2 Z, for i 2 N; S I = V i2I S i , for I N, and S = (S i ) i2N . We set (I; J) 2 N . In the case of nite probability spaces one can consider instead of S i the corresponding equivalences on and get the same situation like in Examples 2 and 3. To illustrate the notion of the FD-relation we present Table reporting 
REPRESENTATIONS
In every theory of dependency structures (see 2], 7], 11], 15]) there is highly important to investigate the adequacy of chosen models with respect to the situations leading to them. In matroid theory the representability of a given matroid by a family of vectors (in a linear space over a eld) is up to now an attractive and not fully settled problem. In this spirit we shall prove here that any FD-relation can be represented by the attributes of every from described ve examples (the \strong completeness" of Armstrong's axioms with respect to every example).
Proposition (Semi-lattice representations)
If N is any FD-relation on N then there exists a system z = (z i ) i2N of elements of a ( nite) semi-lattice (Z;^) such that N = N First simple consequence of Proposition we want to mention is that the semi-lattice introduced there can be supposed, moreover, to be the semi-lattice of a Boolean algebra.
In fact, to given N = N (1) z is su ces only to consider the Boolean algebra (P(Z);^; _; 0 ) of all subsets of Z and the systemz = ('(z i )) i2N of its elements, where ' is the injection of Z into P(Z) de ned by '(x) = fy 2 Z; y xg; x 2 Z: Then the FD-relation N (1) z originated from the systemz in the semi-lattice (P(Z); \) of the Boolean algebra is evidently the same as N (1) z (due to the equality '(x^y) = '(x) \ '(y); x; y 2 Z; the injection ' is isotone and we have A (see Example 2) is known in the database theory as Armstrong completeness theorem (cf. 1], Th. 5). We indicate here that it is also a trivial consequence of Propositon. , I J , (I; J) 2 N:
We can conclude, that Proposition together with the standard embedding techniques (in Remark 1 we used the embedding ' of a semi-lattice into the lattice of all its subsets and in Remark 2 the embedding into the lattice of equivalences on it) enable to nd a common look at the notions of the logical and functional dependencies (cf. also Equivalence theorem of Fagin 8] which follows trivially from Remarks 1 and 2).
Remark 3 (Functional representations)
Every FD-relation can arise from a situation of Example 3. To see it we suppose N = N (2) A for some A Q i2N X i according the foregoing remark and put B = A; C = S i2N X i and for x = (x i ) i2N 2 A f i (x) = x i ; i 2 N (f i is thus the i-th coordinate projection restricted on A). Immediately for f = (f i ) i2N N (3) f = N follows. Remark 4 (Stochastic representations) If N is arbitrary FD-relation then there is a system of (discrete) random variables = ( I ) i2N the functional dependence of which is described adequately by N (when one chooses = A; S = P(A); P(fxg) > 0 (arbitrary), x 2 A, and f = Remark 4 is just a reformulation of Remark 3).
Remark 5
To any FD-relation N on N there exist nonnegative, nondecreasing and submodular function r on P(N) with the property N = N 
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